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“The future of deployable
space systems.”
A feasible, space-grade technology that allows seamless
bonding within electronics and textile, disclosing unforseen
ramifications for the space and ground industries.
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Challenges of space solar panels

SIZE

- Luncher size constraints
- Ratio between stowed and deployed area
- Growing power requirements

WEIGHT

- support structures mass
- Deployment systems mass
- Power distribution systems mass

DESIGN

- Mechanical complexity
- Scalability
- Robustness
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Technology limitations
RIGID SOLAR ARRAYS

Rigid arrays makes use of solar cells mounted on rigid
panels sized on the maximum dimension allowed by the
spacecraft form factor. The rigid panels are folded on
themselves in stowed configuration and deploy to their
final size through the use of mechanical hinges commonly
operated by motors or spring elements. The deployed
shape is not only directly derived by the form factor of the
spacecraft but also by the added thickness of the panels
when in the stowed configuration. Since the deployment
is usually operated by multiple motors, this solution
requires a perfectly synchronized action operated by a
mechanically complex system.

Source: ESA

FLEXIBLE SOLAR ARRAYS

Flexible panels integrate the solar cells component and
the electrical connections into a single rollable sheet.
The rolls have an higher ratio within the area in stowed
and deployed configuration and a lower mechanical
complexity. However, the roll-on solar panels present a
general lower efficiency than rigid cells and a sensibly
lower life-expectancy. The deployment, require and
external system that guide the expansion of the flexible
surface. At the contrary of rigid panels, flexible arrays
are extremly fragile and easily affected by mechanical
solicitations.

Source: NASA
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Origami structures
AN ANCIENT ART

Astradyne technology aims to provide a technological
enabler that will allows to pack a superior power
generating surface in a lower lunch volume. This is
made possible through the use of the millennial art of
folding paper applied to the the most advanced space
engineering. Even if very ancient, Origami technique
has deep mathematical roots, and has already found
many technological applications in different fields of
engineering, medicine and architecture. Space agencies
such as NASA study those techniques since the 70’s as a
possible new platform to develop the next generation of
depoyable structure technologies.
Source: NASA

A NEW PARADIGM

As the space sector grow rapidly, also does the need
for new capabilities. Advanced artificial intelligence
algorithms, multi-mission radars, multi-spectral cameras
are just some examples of advanced capability payloads
now more and more common onboard satellites.
As we further develop those capabilities, so grows the
derived power requirements. The other main factor
that drives the current wave of innovations in space
development is cost reduction, often operated through
mass reduction and miniaturization.
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Solarcube

“A solution to power the next
generation of space assets.”
Solarcube provide a technological enabler to pack a superior
power generating surface in a lower lunch volume.
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Solarcube

FIRST COMMERCIAL-GRADE SPACE ORIGAMI

UNPRECEDENTED CAPABILITIES

SolarCube brings to market a new paradigm of solar power management. The primary
objective for which Astradyne developed this concept is to demonstrate the feasibility
of FRET technology to implement origami structures for cubesat and smallsat
applications. SolarCube is designed to adapt to any 4 to 12U cubesats and can provide
a power-producing surface 50 times superior to current designs using simple Rigid
PCBs technology. Solarcube is the first commercial solar panel unit utilizing the
Origami theory in space hardware. Regardless being studied and tested by different
Space Agencies since the ‘60s, Origami structures has never been used in commercial
products, mainly for the lacking of a reliable enabling technology.

As previously described, one of the key primitives for SolarCube is the Flex PCB
reinforced with flight grade Nomex textile. The first technology is widely adopted
in the space sector. It is based on a polyamide flexible layer that allows electronics
component integration on a flexible surface. A significant limitation of the Flex PCB
is its fragility. Polyamide can be easily broken if subject to mechanical solicitations,
and for this reason is not suitable for dynamic applications that requires high levels of
reliability, such as mechanical in-space deployment. The FRET technology overcomes
the mechanical limitations of polyamide using high-strength fabric materials such as
Nomex to support the folding patterns of Flex PCBs.

in photo: Solarcube deployment phases
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Solarcube Overview
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Cubesat Platform
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Deployment System
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FRET Solar Panel
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Power Module
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Project Breakdown

Electronics

Deployment System

Solar Panel
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Thank you
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